IceWarp 11.4
Növeli online produktivitását
• Az új WebDokumentumok segítségével a WebMailben online szerkesztheti Word, Excel és PowerPoint fájljait
• Az új WebAdmin jelentősen megkönnyíti az adminisztrátorok munkáját
• A WebMail és WebAdmin felülete testreszabható és tökéletesen cégének arculatába illeszthető
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WebClient

WebDocuments Editing

BETA

With the online version of the popular desktop productivity suite LibreOffice integrated in WebClient,
users can open and edit Word documents, Excel spreadsheets and Powerpoint presentations directly in the
browser, without having to install Office on their computers. No other technology offers the quality of
rendering LibreOffice brings to browsers, where documents look exactly the same as on the desktop.
Images, tables, charts, word-art, styles and anything else embedded in the document is there.
The lightweight document management allows users to work on documents together: preview, edit, share
& notify others. Previous versions of documents are stored and users can easily go back to an older
version if needed.
Watch a short video introduction to new WebDocuments

Editable on the go

Real time collaboration

Accessible and editableon the go, from anywhere
with an Internet connection enabling users to
increase their productivity, save time and work
remotely from multiple locations.

Constantly evolving and new features are being
added. In the next version, we will introduce advanced collaboration and review fetures, enabling
teams to work on documents in real time.
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Fullscreen Video
Fullscreen video mode is available for screensharing and video calls so that
presentations can fill the entire screen.

Calendar Printing
Users can now print their calendar including bar graphics, exactly as it appears
on the screen.

Compact View
By enabling the new compact view, users can see about 50% more messages,
contacts, files without having to scroll.

WebChat Notifications
Unread and recent conversations are easily accessible from the top of the
contact list, making the notifications less distracting.

Show Contact Card
Users can access the complete contact information right from the email
reading pane and further work with the contact.

Expand a Distribution List
Users can expand their distribution lists to individual recipients and then
remove unwanted names from the To: field.

Meeting Invitations
Users can choose whether to notify other meeting attendees when they
make minor changes to meetings, or can send all attendees an email.
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New WebAdmin

White Labeling
White label options have been moved to one central location for administrators to customize
and personalize both the WebAdmin and WebClient look and feel. The wide range of options gives
administrators control over the interfaces appearance and gives them the freedom to change
colors, logo, preset language or connect to social networks.

Spam Queues & Gateway Login
Added are the familiar options for spam queue management (Quarantine, Blacklist and Whitelist).
Administrators can see and filter the queues and take actions. Thanks to gateway login, end users
can now sign in using a security code or email verification, and then blacklist, whitelist senders
or manage their quarantined emails.
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Server Settings
Added are the familiar options from the administration console and old WebAdmin that let
administrators configure global server settings.

Smart Discover
The auto discovery service is essential for convenient setup of mobile devices, OS X client application
as well as Outlook Sync and Em Client. End users only supply their email address and password and
all other connection details like available protocols, ports, URLs and server addresses are then
retrieved automatically from the server.

Login and Password Policy

Certificates

Policy options offer powerful ways to secure
user accounts against attacks or abuse by
setting minimum password requirements or a
number of failed login attempts.

In this section administrators can generate
the default SSL certificate, add multiple own
certificates, or create CSR request to purchase
commercial certificates that provide users
with extended validation of the server they are
connecting to.
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Resource management
Added are the familiar options for creating resource accounts. Through resource calendars,
organizations can manage and approve reservations for shared resources – such as meeting rooms,
projectors, and cars.

Domain Diagnostic
The domain information tab displays summary of general information about the selected
domain, its DNS records and running services ports (both TCP and UDP including port ranges).
This helps administrators to review the DNS configuration with their service provider and
ensure efficient server operation.

Switch from WebAdmin to WebClient
Administrators can switch back and forth between WebAdmin to WebClient without retyping the
password.
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Welcome Message
The functionality has been improved so now there is no need to edit the configuration
file manually; there is now a selection directly in the console Global Settings and domain
Options. Administrators can use the IceWarp predefined template in several languages or
upload their own customized template.

Global Signatures
The general header/footer dialog that is used at various places of administration console
is extended with a new category – Top reply text/HTML file. The content of these templates will be inserted at the end of the top reply within each email.

Auto Subscription
This features saves time when preconfiguring shared folders for teams and groups. In just
one click administrators can subscribe a shared folder to all user accounts with at least
read permission to the folder. No access notification email is sent to users when an administrator makes a change to access permissions.

Send Out Limit Notification
To monitor for a spam outbreak coming from a user account that has been compromised, domain administrators can be notified when the domain or user send out limit is
reached. The notification email will be sent to the account defined on the Domain tab.

Support for OS X 10.11
IceWarp Configurator is now compatible with the OS X El Capitan and lets users set up
their collaboration and messaging applications on Mac. Unfortunately due to application
restrictions, this version of IceWarp Configurator is not available from Apple App Store.

Free/Busy Availability on iOS
The enhanced meeting scheduling functionality in iOS 9 Calendar makes it easy to view
coworkers’ free/busy status when inviting them to meetings. When a conflicting event is
found, it automatically suggests an alternative meeting time.

Outlook 2016
IceWarp Outlook Sync now officially supports Microsoft Outlook 2016.
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